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Koransha Old Koransha dyed with flower arabesque rounded
small bowl 3 customer hand-painted hand CURRENT BID: 1 bid

TIME LEFT: ended

2,500yen

This auction has
ended.

SELLER INFORMATIO
SELLER
kazekiri_zitensya

FEEDBACK

ITEM LOCATION: Chuo-ku,
Osaka-shi,

Welcome Ryan!

Household & Interior >Kitchen and tableware >Tableware >Brands >KORANSHA Co., Ltd.

Yahoo! Japan Auctions Amazon Japan (beta) Rakuten Yahoo Shopping
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AUCTION ID :
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English  ▼

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

Description of item

It is a small bowl three sets of Old Koransha.

It is a rare gem that is to make the pattern is warped on the inside for easy viewing.

Notes below
By used is in the personal computer has a display of state, you may be real and colors may vary slightly.  Please give me a bid on 
used goods and understanding.  The amount of money for payment for  auction items: the highest bid + postage  ● Notes  era, artis
name, status and material, and the like is not to determine on the basis of the subjective.  Moreover, since there is no not receive
ll of the items appraised, please offer a bid price to go by the insights of bidders conviction of the original your own self-responsib
y.  Except goods marked a real guarantee as described above, and tell again the point may be may be different from the title desc
tion.  For the exhibition of antique center, it is difficult to post information without leaking all.  Thus was that there aging damage
ch as dirt [sure] in addition to images and explanatory text with the bid of the premise, we determined that those that have been 
on the basis than the given image description to the overall value judgment by the insights of the bidder you.  Therefore, omission
any chance published image and descriptive text information, the bid of the cancellation also was the reason that point and after 
oods receipt after a bid in the case of clerical error had, returned goods can not be accepted, please understand in advance.
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Japan: 08 May, 14:18 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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